In this year's Forum for Information Retrieval Evaluation (FIRE), the University of Maryland participated in the Retrieval of Indic Script OCRed Text (RISOT) task to experiment with the retrieval of Bengali script OCR'd documents. The experiments focused on evaluating a retrieval strategy motivated by recent work on Cross-Language Information Retrieval (CLIR), but which makes use of OCR error modeling rather than parallel text alignment. The approach obtains a probability distribution over substitutions for the actual query terms that possibly correspond to terms in the document representation. The results reported indicate that this is a promising way of using OCR error modeling to improve CLIR.
Introduction
The key problem that distinguishes retrieval of OCR'd documents from other information retrieval problems is that character distortions that result from the OCR process result in mismatches between the (undistorted) query representation and the (distorted) document representation. Two broad classes of techniques have emerged to mitigate the effects of those distortions on retrieval effectiveness: (1) techniques based on the use of short overlapping character n-grams and (2) techniques based on error modeling. The basic goal of the n-gram techniques is to make n large enough to capture some meaning, while keeping it small enough to have a good chance of obtaining a sequence of n undistorted characters. Using character n-grams has the advantage of simplicity (at some cost in efficiency), but for some applications that simplicity limits its effectiveness. Error modeling, by contrast, seeks to model regularities in the types of errors made by OCR systems, thus gaining access to evidence that is unavailable when character n-grams are used alone (i.e., without error modeling). Error modeling thus offers the potential to achieve improved retrieval effectiveness over those that character n-gram techniques could obtain alone. Although these techniques could be used in combination, in this paper we focus on the use of error modeling with ordinary space-delimited tokens. For a language such as Bengali (the language used in RISOT 2011) in which words are visibly delimited in a way that word segmentation can recognize fairly accurately, this seems to be a reasonable choice that limits the complexity of the experiments that we need to run.
Three ways of using error models have been investigated. The first approach is to use the error model to generate a one-best correction for each document term, thus (hopefully!) generating a closer approximation to the actual content of each document. Indeed, OCR systems that employ correction techniques based on lexicons or language models implicitly employ this technique. By forcing the choice of a single representation for each term, this approach leaves some evidence unexploited at retrieval time.
The second possibility is to embrace uncertainty and expand the query with several plausible distortions of each meaning-bearing query term (i.e., each non-stopword) in the hope that some of those distortions will better match the (distorted) document representations. This approach raises the question of how the resulting query should be structured, since it does not seem reasonable that different alternatives for one query term should have the same effect on the retrieval results as different query terms would have (as a simple English example, we don't want "white house" to retrieve "whito whlte". Building on work by Pirkola and Kwok, Darwish and Oard proposed a query structuring technique that can incorporate distortion probabilities derived from an OCR error model [1] . We use that same technique in this paper, but with a more principled derivation of the distortion probabilities than was used by Darwish and Oard.
The third way of using a distortion model would be to embrace uncertainty by generating multiple plausible corrections for each term in each (distorted) document. Wang and Oard have analytically shown that a principled implementation of this technique in which partial counts for plausible distortions can be used in the term weight computation would yield results identical to Darwish and Oard's query-time technique. The choice is then one of efficiency (which would favor the indexing-time implementation in query-intensive applications) vs. flexibility (which favors using Darwish and Oard's query-time implementation in experimental settings) [2] . Darwish and Oard initially proposed their query structuring approach (which they call Probabilistic Structure Queries (PSQ)) for both OCR-based retrieval and Cross-Language Information Retrieval (CLIR). Interestingly, all of the subsequent experimentation that we are aware of with that technique has been applied only in the CLIR context. This may be simply because OCR-based information retrieval evaluations have not been as common over that period.
Our goals in our RISOT experiments are: (1) to build error models for Bengali OCR, and (2) to use those error models with the RISOT test collection to evaluate Darwish and Oard's approach on a second test collection. Section 2 of this paper introduces our approach, Section 3 presents our results, and Section 4 concludes the paper with a brief discussion of future plans.
Modeling OCR Errors
Consider a query word "cat". Because of OCR errors "cat" may sometimes appear as "cot" (if 'a' is misrecognized as 'o') in the OCR'd documents. Therefore, documents containing "cat" or "cot" or both should be retrieved against the query word "cat". One way of doing this is to expand the query (e.g., to include the word "cot" as well whenever the query word "cat" is seen). In order to do this one should have an idea how characters are affected by OCR errors.
OCR error probabilities
In our study, we gather this knowledge by comparing 20,000 pages containing 37 million characters of clean TEXT with the electronic text generated from OCR. The OCR text was obtained by rendering the original TEXT, and performing OCR. We used a dynamic programming approach to compare each pair of documents and to generate summary statistics for character errors (more specifically, for Unicode glyph errors). This summary reports which Unicode glyphs are observed to have been inserted into, deleted from, or substituted in the OCR text, and with what frequency each error is observed. The summaries for these 20,000 pages are combined and global statistics are computed. Several characteristics are observed from these error statistics including: (i) a few character translation errors are content (i.e. in some cases, a given character is always translated to the same character or set of characters), (ii) in most of the cases, a character is mapped into multiple characters with varying frequencies, (iii) along with isolated characters, sometimes a group of two or more adjacent characters is mapped into one or more characters [e.g. when "ri" is translated to "n") , and (iv) the character translation list has a long tail of characters being mapped into other characters with very low frequencies.
From this knowledge we build a table of triplets <t i , o i , p i > where t i is translated to o i with probability p i . We call this probability the corruption probability. Note that both t i and o i refer to a single character or a group of characters. Our further investigation reveals that though the table contains more than 200 such triplets, the 75 top frequent entries cover 80% error cases. In our method, we consider these 75 triplets. E t denotes the table of these 75 entries.
Query Expansion
Let W t = w 1 w 2 …w n be an n-letter query word. Each of these n letters has its corruption probability (the letters that do not appear in the left most column of E t have zero corruption probability). Assuming that the letters of W t are corrupted (by OCR engine) independent of each other, there may be many corrupted versions of the word W t . All these corrupted words are considered as synonyms and the set of such words replace W t in the query.
Single Error Model
This model allows only one corruption to generate a synonym while expanding a query. For example, if m letters out n (m  n) have non-zero corruption probability then m synonyms (let
,..., , 2 1 denote this set of corrupt words) are generated from the query word W t . The probability of generating a corrupt word or synonym (say,
where the letter w i is translated to o j . This probability can be found from the error table E t .
Multiple Error Model
This model assumes multiple character level errors may take place to form a synonym. So following this model, the query word W t may generate up to 2 m synonyms, where m letters (m  n) have non-zero corruption probability. Since this number could be quite large for many query words, only the 32 top choices are considered for query expansion. These choices are made according to the probabilities by which synonyms are generated. If two corruptions (w i o j and w j o k ) are considered to form a synonym, i s W then P( i s t W W  ) = P(w i o j ) * P(w j o k ). Both P(w i o j ) and P(w j o k ) are found from the table E t .
Weighting the Synonyms
While weighting a synonym in the query, we consider the following fact. Say, we know that "cot" is a synonym of the query word "cat". So whenever we encounter a "cot" in the documents, we would like to know the probability that this "cot" is actually "cat". More specifically, if we know P ("cat" | "cot") then this probability may serve as the weight of the term "cot" in the expansion of "cat" as a query term. Note that the term "cot" occurs in the OCR'd document while the term "cat" appears as a query term. Let W ocr be a synonymous term of a query term W text . The weight by which W ocr appears in the query is set to P (W text | W ocr ). This probability is in turn computed as 
RISOT 2011 Experiments
We participated in the first Retrieval of Indic Script OCRed Text (RISOT) task, one of seven tasks at the Third Forum for Information Retrieval Evaluation (FIRE) held in Mumbai, India in December 2011. The focus of the task was on the evaluation of Information Retrieval (IR) effectiveness of errorful text generated from machine printed documents in an Indic script using Optical Character Recognition (OCR). The test collections, our submitted runs and results are described below.
Test Collections
The RISOT 2011 data set is a subset of the existing FIRE Bengali test collection. The RISOT collection contains two directories: TEXT and OCR. Each document in TEXT was converted into images and then OCR'd. Therefore, each document in the OCR collection corresponds to a clean document in the TEXT collection. Each collection contains 62,825 documents. The OCR system achieved about 93% character accuracy. The RISOT topics are also taken from the existing FIRE topics for Bengali. There are 92 TREC-like topics, each consisting of three parts: a title (T), a description (D) and a narrative (N). RISOT reuses the relevance judgments from the FIRE ad hoc monolingual Bengali retrieval task.
Experiments
We indexed the collections (TEXT as well OCR) separately using the Lemur Toolkit 1 . Two types of queries were formed: one from the title (T queries) and the other from the title and description (TD queries). These queries were executed separately for the Text and OCR'd collections and retrieval efficiencies were noted. Next, we applied our proposed OCR error modeling and expanded the queries. Both single error and multiple error models were investigated. The effect of OCR error modeling based query expansion was studied for both the T and TD queries.
We conducted one more experiment using a generative stemmer [3] for query expansion. Given a query word, say, "retrieval", the stemmer generates possible word forms of this word like "retrieve", "retrieved", and "retrieving". All these words are treated as synonyms of "retrieval" and used in its expansion. These synonyms are combined with equal weights in the query. The effect of this stemming on the T queries and the TD queries are studied separately for the TEXT and OCR'd collection. Initially, no OCR error modeling is used and just the effect of query time stemming is investigated. Finally, queries expanded by stemming are further expanded by following OCR error modeling approach.
Results
We submitted 9 official runs to RISOT 2011, and we scored an additional six unofficial runs after the submission deadline to explore additional conditions. Table 1 presents the reported results of our officially submitted runs. As the table illustrates, the best results (by MAP, which we focus on in this section) were obtained using TD queries on clean text. Stemming yielded statistically significant improvements for each condition in which it was tried alone (runs 1:4, 3:7, 8:11, 10:14; p<0.01 by a two-tail t-test). Modeling single errors (1-Error in Table 1 ) yielded statistically significant improvements over not modeling errors for TD queries (runs 2:3, 6:7; p<0.05) the similarly sized apparent improvement for T queries was not statistically significant (runs 9:10, 12:14: p>0.05). Shorter queries are known to exhibit greater cross-topic variability, so the failure to observe statistical significance with T queries is not surprising. Modeling single errors with stemming yielded improvements but not statistically significant improvements for either TD queries (runs 2:6; p>0.05) or for T queries (runs 9:12; p>0.05). Modeling multiple errors (M-Error in Table 1 showing increases in average precision than declines, but that the average precision does indeed decline for a substantial number of topics. This suggests that continued work on the optimal use of error modeling might be productive. 
Conclusions and Future Research
Our RISOT 2011 experiments provide clear evidence that our way of using OCR error modeling results in improved retrieval effectiveness for OCR'd Bengali documents, but much remains to be done. Most directly, we need to study our modeling of multiple errors over a broader range of conditions (e.g., in conjunction with stemming), and we need to look at those results in detail in order to see why we are not getting measurable gains over modeling single errors in the conditions that we have tried to date. Second, it might be worthwhile to try error modeling in conjunction with overlapping n-grams. Third, because different techniques may make different types of errors it could prove useful to try combination of evidence techniques. Finally, we have already started to experiment with Cross Language Information Retrieval (CLIR), taking advantage of the English translations of the FIRE topics that are already available. A small English-Bengali dictionary consisting of about 35,000 words is being used for translating the queries. Techniques like Blind Relevance Judgment Feedback, bidirectional translation model are being investigated for this purpose.
